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In 2016, more excitement is on the way, thanks to EarthCam's partnership with the U.S. National Park Service. To celebrate the upcoming National Park Centennial, EarthCam will deliver the 
"windows into America's story" by placing 100 cameras in various locations across U.S. National Parks. Beautiful shots are expected to emerge from this initiative next year. 

How can CNN Newsource and EarthCam help you? If you have a specific "ask" about EarthCam live streams or time lapse shots, reach out to us at nslive@turner.com or 404.827.2915. 
We'd love to hear how we can help you tell your stories. 

About CNN Newsource 
CNN Newsource brings a deep understanding of the local news environment. We are committed to the success of our local news partners, and we strive to deliver new, innovative ideas and 
solutions for their business. To learn more about our news services, visit cnn.com/newsource. 

About EarthCam 
EarthCam is the global leader in providing webcam content, technology and services. Founded in 1996, EarthCam provides live streaming video, time-lapse construction cameras and photography 
documentation for corporate and government clients in major cities around the world. EarthCam leads the industry with the highest resolution cameras available, including the world's first outdoor 
gigapixel panorama camera system. This patent-pending technology delivers superior billion pixel clarity for monitoring and archiving important projects and events across the globe. In 2014, 
EarthCam documented $151 billion of construction projects. The company is headquartered in Northern New Jersey and maintains 12 additional offices worldwide. 

Projects documented by EarthCam include: 9/11 Memorial Museum, Atlanta Falcons' Mercedes-Benz Stadium, Barclays Center, Statue of Liberty and Washington Monument Restorations, 
New NY Bridge, LaGuardia Airport, The Kingdom Tower, Panama Canal Expansion, Smithsonian Institution Restoration, Brickell City Centre, Minnesota Vikings' U.S. Bank Stadium, 
San Diego New Central Library, Qatar Rail, Whitney Museum of American Art, Louvre in Abu Dhabi, Levi's Stadium and National Museum of African American History and Culture. 

EarthCam Credit Requirements 
• EarthCam watermark remains on the video; is not removed, covered, cropped or altered
• If a graphic, etc. obscures the watermark, an on-screen courtesy should be given to EarthCam
• Verbal mention of EarthCam, i.e. "this is a live look from our/an EarthCam", "beautiful view thanks to EarthCam", etc.

Learn more about EarthCam's innovative solutions at http://www.earthcam.net 

"Note: CNN has exclusive live feeds from these 15 locations. The links included inside this piece are the public camera links. For access to the private feeds, contact the Newsource Live Desk at nslive@turner.com 

or 404.827.2915. 

http://cnn.it/1VtAmPV
http://cnn.it/1JzTEhi
http://cnn.it/1UpgGdF
http://cnn.it/1PIYlaa
http://cnn.it/1EvGPWc
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